NATURE inPhoto
NATURALISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION 2020

is open to all / without geographical limits / categories are:
- wildlife
- the windget people
- landscapes

MORE THAN 4.000 € OF PRIZE MONEY

- special award "Mountain Place"
- special award "Lagoon"

ALL WORKS MUST BE SENT BY
5 APRIL 2020

register by paying a fee of € 15
deadline submission on 5 April 2020
announcement of the winning works on May 2020
jury is composed by five experts in naturalistic photography
The municipalities of Marano Lagunare and Mizzan del Turgnano have organized the NATURE inPhoto naturalistic photography competition in order to showcase, as well as to valorize the natural world in all of its forms.

The competition is open to all enthusiasts or professionals of all ages and nationalities.

Categories of the photography competition are as follows:
- A - Wildlife (without geographical limits) in various aspects: fauna (avifauna excluded), flora, macro ...
- B - The windgap people, in which the images portray birds (avifauna) from all over the world
- C - Landscapes, in which the images portray all the different features of natural landscapes.

Each participant may present up to a maximum of five photographs per category. Each photograph is required to be digital/citizeded (slides scans or negative scans) images in JPEG format with RGB color profile, 300 dpi resolution and 45 cm longer side. Furthermore, the files are required to be inserted within a folder and named as follows: the first 3 letters of the participant’s surname, the first 3 letters of the participant’s name, letter of the category, sequential number and the title of the work (e.g. Maria Rossi, category A, photo 1. the title “reflections” would be: rosma_A1_reflections).

Works of computer-art, photomontages and graphics processing will not be taken into consideration. Processing of the digital file is permitted only if limited to basic cleaning, color adjustments, contrast, saturations, levels, curves, sharpness. Composed photos, adding, duplicating, deleting or moving objects in photos will not be accepted. “Focus stacking” is forbidden.

In order to take part in the competition, each candidate needs to register by paying a fee of €15.00 (to cover expenses), to be attached to the application completed in its entirety (available on the website www.natureinphoto.com, or by inquiring directly at natureinphoto@gmail.com). The payment of the fee can be done by bank transfer to IBAN: IT 58 M 07085 63940 004210028944 or directly in cash.

The delivery of the works along with the participation form can take place in the following ways:
- by using the site: www.wetransfer.com;
- to the e-mail address natureinphoto@gmail.com;
- on CD, DVD, USB by post or hand delivery to the following address: Concorso Obiettivo Laguna e/o Centro Viaggi via del le Vally 2 – 33050 Marano Lagunare UD

ALL WORKS MUST BE SENT BY: 5 APRILE 2020 (NO LATER THAN 17:00)

Each participant is personally responsible with regards to the subject matter in the presented works and the contents of the relative descriptions; on the registration form the exclusive ownership of the works is declared, upon which you have the same full copyrights and usage rights.

All of the presented works will not be returned and will enter into the archive of the organizing bodies, the same can be used for the purposes pursued by them by only citing the source of origin, without any compensation.

The jury will be composed by five members of nature photography experts or visual arts experts. They are:
- Piolfugl Rizzotto, Nature Photographer/ Director FAP EthicService
- Pietro Grappi, director magazine "La Rivista della Natura"
- Luciano Piazza, Nature Photographer
- Roberto Zaffi, Nature Photographer
- Rosella Zeniùln, Visual art teacher

Their decision is final.

The participants that are awarded will be required to produce the original RAW file within 7 days from the date requested by the judging panel, in order to assess credibility.

The prizes are as follows (no combinable):
- Overall winner: €1000.00
- Category A
  - 1 place: €500.00 - 2 place: €300.00 - 3 place: €200.00
- Category B
  - 1 place: €500.00 - 2 place: €300.00 - 3 place: €200.00
- Category C
  - 1 place: €500.00 - 2 place: €300.00 - 3 place: €200.00

Bibliographic material will be awarded to noted works. Special prizes may be awarded.

The awards presentation will take place during May 2020 in Marano Lagunare (UD)

All works that are awarded, noted and selected by the judging panel will be put on display at a photographic exhibition. Only the photographers of the works awarded and noted will be contacted telephonically or via e-mail, at least 1 week before the date of the awards ceremony.

Personal details provided by the participants will be utilised solely for use of the photographic competition in accordance with L.875/96 and further amendments to D.L. 196/2003, on the protection of personal information.

Participation in the competition implies full acceptance of the above rules and regulations.

NATURE inPhoto
A WAY TO MEET FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA (Italy)

Follow us
NatureInPhotoCF

Provisional Program
Online announcement of the admitted works: 18 April 2020
Online announcement of the finalists: 25 April 2020
Announcement to the contestants of the winning works: 25 April 2020

The admitted and winning works will be visible online on the following site:
www.natureinphoto.com

The awards program could change.